
Schaeffler
STARTS MASS PRODUCTION OF ELECTRIC 
MOTORS
Schaeffler is now reaping the rewards 
of its decision to create a specific busi-
ness division for electric mobility three 
years ago, at the beginning of 2018. 
The start of mass production for mul-
tiple products across all electrifica-
tion levels is testimony to Schaeffler’s 
successful engagement in the electric 
mobility arena and to its status as the 
technology partner for advancing how 
the world moves.

“We have successfully transformed 
ourselves into a drive system supplier for 
sustainable electric mobility solutions 
and established ourselves as a reliable 
partner for our customers,” says Matthias 
Zink, CEO Automotive Technologies at 
Schaeffler AG. Schaeffler’s key point of 
difference is its know-how on compo-
nents and system levels. “We have been 
engaged with electric mobility for more 
than 20 years and we understand the 
drive train requirements. Our innova-
tion capacity as a global automotive and 
industrial supplier plus our strong in-
dustrial skills make us a preferred part-
ner for our customers.”

Over the last few years, Schaeffler 
has progressively strengthened its elec-
tric mobility expertise through a se-
ries of targeted acquisitions. The pur-
chase of Elmotec Statomat at the end 
of 2018 added new expertise in wind-
ing technology, providing Schaeffler 
with comprehensive coverage of all 
aspects of electric motor industrializa-
tion. Another highly successful acqui-
sition back in 2016 was the takeover 
of Compact Dynamics, a specialist in 
the development of innovative elec-
tric drive concepts. Meanwhile, the 
Schaeffler Paravan Technologie joint 
venture is developing the Space Drive 
steer-by-wire system, a key technology 
for autonomous driving.

Mass production solutions 
across all levels of 

electrification
Schaeffler supplies technologies for 
all electrified drive trains. Mass pro-
duction of the electric axle transmis-
sion, a key component of electric axle 
systems, has been running success-
fully since 2017, providing optimum 
transmission ratios and power transfer 
from the electric motor to the wheels. 
This is a highly versatile component 
with a wide range of applications. In 
the Audi e-tron, for example, Schaef-
fler electric axle transmissions, with 
different structural designs, are used 
on both axles for all-wheel drive ca-
pability. And the Porsche Taycan is 
fitted with a high-efficiency Schaef-
fler coaxial electric axle transmission 
to provide the required transmission 
ratio on the front axle. In 2020, the co-
axial electric axle transmission earned 
Schaeffler the prestigious PACE Award, 
regarded by the industry worldwide as 

the hallmark for successful automotive 
projects. Schaeffler has also secured 
multiple orders for its complete “3in1 
electric axles”, which combine the elec-
tric motor, drive unit and power elec-
tronics in a single system. These are 
high-performance electric axles with 
advanced power density.

Electric motors: Start of mass 
production

This year will see the start of the mass 
production of hybrid modules, hy-
brid drive units and all-electric axle 
transmissions. The basis of Schaef-
fler’s electric motor production is a 
modular, highly integrated technol-
ogy platform. Schaeffler’s strong ex-
pertise in the areas of production and 
technology across all components of 
electric drive systems is the key to the 
successful industrialization of prod-
ucts that are both technologically ad-
vanced and highly profitable. Along 
with a series of mass production or-
ders for electric motors in the passen-
ger car sector, Schaeffler has recently 
reached another milestone by entering 
the heavy-duty applications segment 
for commercial vehicles. Schaeffler 
has announced a mass production or-
der for electric motors featuring wave 
winding technology, a technology that 
provides high power density as well as 
advantages during assembly.
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ABB
HMI AND DRIVE FACEPLATES 
PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE VIEWS 
INTO AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

The CP600 Gen2 HMI with Drive 
Faceplates provides a NEMA 4X rat-
ing, brighter screens, additional 
communication ports and integral 
web server capability with faceplates 
to expand and customize operator 
views.

ABB’s CP600 Gen 2 HMIs offer 
NEMA 4X rating, an expanded tem-
perature range, 33% brighter screens, 
additional communications ports 
and integral web server capability, 
allowing users to expand HMI usage 
into more applications. Available in 
7", 10' and 15" sizes, the CP600 Gen2 
HMI units join the CP600-eCo units 
and the CP600-Pro units to cover the 
full range of industrial display needs. 
The economical CP600-eCo control 
panel, with screen sizes from 4.3" to 
10.1" widescreen, is aimed for basic to 
standard functions and high usabil-
ity for clear interaction with the op-
eration process. The CP600-Pro HMI, 
with screen sizes from 5" to 21.5" 
widescreen, comes with high end 

Record order for dedicated 
hybrid drives

As reported last year, Schaeffler has re-
ceived a record order for dedicated hy-
brid drives. From 2024, Schaeffler will 
deliver an entire drive unit comprising 
two electric motors and transmission 
with integrated power electronics. A 
system power rating of 120 kW offers 
sports-car like performance with low 
fuel consumption. “We are making 
excellent progress,” says Dr. Jochen 
Schröder, president of the E-Mobility 

business division. “Our modular prod-
uct portfolio enables us to offer cus-
tomized volume-production solutions 
to meet any customer requirement,” Dr. 
Schröder continues. These successes 
in the E-Mobility business division re-
flect the company’s high standing as an 
automotive and industrial supplier in 
general. Schaeffler is a component, sys-
tem and service supplier, as its compre-
hensive product portfolio illustrates.

www.schaeffler.us

The  
Power  
of One2

Your Objective:  
One face in perfect alignment with another. For infinity.

Spiral and Straight Bevel Gears (Cut, Ground or Lapped) • Spur Gears • Helical Gears •  
Long Shafts • Herringbone Gears • Involute and Straight Sided Splines • Internal Gears •  

Worm and Worm Gears • Racks • Sprockets • ISO Certified

No problems. No distress. No delays.
That’s the same objective you have for choosing your gear producer. 
Circle Gear’s objective is to engage with every customer’s objectives. 

 One to 1000 gears 
 Customer designed or reverse engineered
 Gearbox repair, rebuild or redesign
 OEM or end-users
 ISO 9001:2015 Certified

Partnering with QualityReducer to provide  
Gearbox repair, rebuilding and reverse-engineering.

1501 S. 55th Court, Cicero, IL 60804
(800) 637-9335 
(708) 652-1000 / Fax: (708) 652-1100
sales@circlegear.com
www.circlegear.com
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visualization performance, multi-
touch operation, versatile trendset-
ting communication, and representa-
tive design.

With innovative Drive Faceplates, 
the ABB CP600 HMI expands drive 
operator interface options for ABB’s 
All-Compatible Drives. Connected 
to one drive, or across a network of 
drives, these easy-to-use Faceplates 
provide the most commonly needed 
control, monitoring and diagnostic 
functions. Simple configuration en-
ables users to monitor, control and 
diagnose up to eight drives, and by 
using ABB’s Panel Builder 600 en-
gineering tool, they can easily ex-
pand communications to even more 
drives. Expansion can be as simple 
as adding one additional parameter 
on a prewritten Faceplate, or adding 
a complete set of machine specific 
faceplates with complex graphics 
and company logos.

new.abb.com/drives

 

INDUSTRY READY
MOTORS, CONTROLS, AND GEAR REDUCERS

WorldWide Electric’s SSHdR Series Stainless Steel Gear Reducers are now 
BISSC Certified! The SSHdR Series features IP69K Protection for close-range 
high pressure, high temperature spray downs and magnetic hardware for 
metal detection purposes. An affordable alternative to most major brands,  
the SSHdR Series comes backed with a 1 year warranty.

Superior Customer Support 
Driven to provide the best possible  
customer experience

Proven Quality & Affordability 
Premium motors, controls, & gear reducers 
at competitive prices

In Stock When You Need It 
$30M in inventory stocked at  
6 regional warehouses

Same-Day Shipping Available 
Most orders placed before 2PM local  
warehouse time can ship same-day.

Call us or visit us online!   
(800) 808-2131 / worldwideelectric.net

WorldWide Electric Corporation | 3540 Winton Place, Rochester, NY 14623 
Distribution Centers located in Allentown, PA | Atlanta, GA | Dallas, TX | Indianapolis, IN | Los Angeles, CA | Seattle, WA

KTR Corporation
DEVELOPS EVOLASTIC COUPLING

KTR developed a new all-purpose cou-
pling for use in a broad range of appli-
cations from main to auxiliary drives 
in construction equipment and gen-
eral industry. The zero-backlash and 
torsionally soft EVOLASTIC is avail-
able in ten base sizes and with variants 
in between covering nominal torques 
from 100 to 5,600 Nm. Spacers for large 
DBSE (distance between shaft ends) 
applications are also available.

The heart of the EVOLASTIC is a 
new, non-shear elastomer element 
that transmits torque through inte-
grated aluminum jaw inside the opti-
mized rubber profile. The elastomer 
is securely fastened to the hub and 
flange by radial and axial bolts which 
creates a designed prestress (similar 
to high strength concrete) that assures 
reliable torque transmission. The cou-
pling requires low maintenance and 
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Faulhaber
OFFERS DRIVE SOLUTIONS FOR ROBOTICS INDUSTRY

Today, a world without robots is incon-
ceivable. The areas of application that 
require process safety, reliability and 
economic efficiency from these robots 
are equally manifold. The drive sys-
tems from Faulhaber play a major role 
in fulfilling these requirements, and 
they continue to impress with their du-
rability and performance in a robust 
and compact design. Due to these fea-
tures, the drive systems can be used 
in a wide range of applications, from 
sewer robots and remote-controlled 
manipulators to robots for handling 
and logistics to surgical applications or 
prostheses. Whether high dynamics or 
precise positioning are needed, with its 
extensive range of products with more 
than 25 million possible combinations 
of microdrives, optical, magnetic or ab-
solute encoders as well as speed and 
motion controllers with various inter-
faces, Faulhaber almost always has the 
perfect solution. At the same time, this 
technological construction kit is the 
basis upon which application-specific 
custom requests are realized, thus facil-
itating the further evolution of robotics.

In the past, small grippers that are 
both fast and powerful were always 
pneumatic. Because with compressed 
air, large amounts of pressure can be 
conveyed virtually without any time 
lag. But the elaborate infrastructure 

that was required for pneumatics is 
no longer needed today. Mechatronic 
gripping systems can now eas-
ily achieve the performance of their 
pneumatic counterparts thanks to 
brushless DC-motors with a diameter 
of only 22 mm and an integrated mo-
tion controller.

Microdrives are also used in sewer 
systems. DC-motors with a diameter of 
just 15 mm and a precious metal com-
mutation system mounted on inspec-
tion robots demonstrate how overload 
and schock-resistant as well as robust 
they are in daily use. The small drives 
confirm these characteristics in logis-
tics as well. In this industry, an increas-
ing number of work steps related to 
storing, retrieving and preparing items 
for dispatch is handled by intelligent ro-
bots. A typical unit comprising a lifting 
column and gripper used on a logistics 
robot contains a drive unit consisting 
of, e.g., brushless DC-servomotors with 
integrated Motion Controller and plan-
etary gearhead. When used in the lifting 
column, for example, this combination 
ensures precise positioning during stor-
age or retrieval – all during continuous 
operation with constant load changes. 
The small Faulhaber drive systems are 
thus represented in almost all areas of 
robotics.

www.faulhaber.com

compensates for permanent angular 
misalignments of up to 3° in a single 
plane while being able to accommo-
date significantly higher multi-plane 
misalignments than standard designs.

“Owing to its torsionally soft char-
acteristics, the EVOLASTIC attains the 
requested vibration and acoustic insu-
lation in the drive train. Besides torque 
transmission, the coupling also com-
pensates for axial, radial and angular 
misalignment and absorbs overloads 
elastically,” said Jochen Exner, inno-
vation manager at KTR’s think tank in 
Hilden, Germany.

The EVOLASTIC is the first new 
product release to evolve from KTR’s 
think tank which opened in 2019 and 
whose sole focus is new products.

www.ktr.com/us

Faulhaber provides drive 
solutions for the robotics 
industry including DC 
servomotors with motion 
controllers. 
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Drivetrain Hub
LAUNCHES GEARS APP

Drivetrain Hub has launched its 
fully web-based gear software, 
Gears App.

Gears App is the only Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS) gear devel-
opment platform that integrates 
gear system modeling, design-
for-manufacturing, industry stan-
dards, powerflow analyses, CAD, 

FE, 3D printing, manufacturing, 
data management, and collabo-
ration tools. Model, analyze, and 
build gear systems for parallel-
axis and planetary architectures.

Gears App is accessible online 
from anywhere on any operat-
ing system, no special hardware, 
software, or complicated license 

required. It is the only profes-
sional gear engineering software 
made available as an affordable 
monthly subscription service, en-
tirely online. Just open your web 
browser and start using it.

drivetrainhub.com/gears

A Better Way to
Buy Gearboxes
Shop.

Follow Us on Social Media
to Learn More:

or Visit Us at Shop.Bonfiglioli.com

DISCOVER
MORE
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SICK and Ibeo
COLLABORATE ON LIDAR SENSOR FOR AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS

A technology partnership between 
Hamburg-based automotive LiDAR 
specialist Ibeo Automotive Systems 
GmbH and SICK AG has resulted in 
a 3D solid-state LiDAR sensor for in-
dustrial applications. The technology, 
developed by Ibeo to automotive stan-
dards, is based on a new photon laser 
measurement technique and is entire-
ly free of moving parts. An additional, 
camera-like reference image adds a 
‘fourth dimension’ to the measure-
ment provided by the sensor.

The market for autonomous and 
semi-autonomous systems in an in-
dustrial context is predicted to grow at 
above-average rates. There is particu-
lar demand here for tough, ever-smaller 
and above all cost-efficient sensor solu-
tions. The new solid-state technology 
from Ibeo works entirely without mov-
ing parts and features a compact form 
factor, thereby offering decisive advan-
tages for mobile applications.

Now Ibeo and SICK have announced 
a technology partnership to develop a 
3D LiDAR sensor based on this inno-
vative solid-state technology from the 
automotive sector, for industrial ap-
plications. In this partnership, Ibeo is 
providing its ibeoNEXT measurement 
core. SICK will develop the system de-
sign and the application software for 
a new industrial LiDAR sensor so that 
industrial applications can be created 

to meet customer requirements.
“Autonomous systems will bring 

increasing changes to the industrial 
sector in coming years. Even outside 
industrial facilities there is much po-
tential in mobile applications for the 
implementation of intelligent sen-
sor solutions. The partnership with 
Ibeo will enable us to use a robust and 
highly-developed technology from 
the automotive segment for future-
ready industrial applications,” says Dr. 
Robert Bauer, chairman of the execu-
tive board of SICK AG.

“Working together with SICK, we are 
making an automotive LiDAR sensor 
available on a large scale for industrial 
applications for the first time. In the in-
dustrial sector this is one of the largest 
LiDAR cooperation agreements ever 
concluded. Customers will profit from 
ibeoNEXT’s close-to-production de-
velopment based on automotive stan-
dards and the high-quality standards 
that result from this, as well as the scale 
effects associated with it,” adds Dr. 
Ulrich Lages, CEO of Ibeo Automotive 
Systems GmbH. “We have had a long 
and close working relationship with 
SICK. Its extensive and in-depth appli-
cation knowledge in the area of indus-
trial applications and markets makes 
SICK an ideal partner to enable us to 
serve industrial markets.”

The ibeoNEXT measurement core 
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Binder
EXPANDS M12-A CONNECTOR PORTFOLIO

Binder USA, LP, has expanded its 
M12-A connector portfolio with 
two new rectangular flange con-
nectors. Designed for today’s ad-
vanced automation technology, the 
connectors provide new options for 
sensor and actuator applications.

The M12-A connectors include 
a stranded-wire ver-
sion with 20mm or 26 
mm rectangular hous-
ing, and a solder ver-
sion with 20 mm hous-
ing. (The stranded-wire 
26 mm version uses the 
same drilling template as 
the M16, allowing users 
to switch to M12 with-
out changing the exist-
ing housing.) For simple 
and reliable installation, 

binder used a two-part approach 
consisting of the housing and the 
contact holder, allowing the coding 
nose of the contact holder to be po-
sitioned in increments of 45°.

www.binder-connector.us

was developed for large-scale automo-
tive production and is based on an en-
tirely new photon laser measurement 
technique for measuring the spatial 
distance of objects in medium to long 
ranges. Even in adverse environmen-
tal conditions, such as precipitation, 
or in situations subject to high levels 
of shock or vibration, the ibeoNEXT 
measurement core reliably obtains 
over 10,000 elements of distance infor-
mation from each 3D measurement. 
It also generates a black-and-white 
image similar to that from a camera, 
which enables an even more reliable 
‘4D’ detection of the surroundings.

“We decided to use Ibeo’s solid-state 
LiDAR technology because it is cur-
rently one of the most advanced 3D 
LiDAR measurement systems avail-
able in the world. It is an addition to 
our technology portfolio and enables 
us to offer, on top of our existing in-
dustrial applications, new, easy-to-in-
tegrate solutions in the field of auton-
omous and semi-autonomous driving 
for use in the industrial sector,” says 
Dr. Kay Fürstenberg, senior vice-pres-
ident for research and development at 
SICK AG.

Selected customers of SICK will 
have the opportunity of testing this 
new 3D solid-state LiDAR sensor as 
early as in 2021.

www.sick.com

Miki Pulley
BRAKES ASSIST WITH SATELLITE CONTROL POSITIONING

Signals are effectively transmit-
ted with the latest satellites when 
equipped with the newest Miki Pul-
ley BXR-LE brakes. They effectively 
control satellite dish positioning 
using less power over long periods 
of operation.

The Miki Pulley brake opens and 
allows for free rotation when the 
satellite dish is panning and tilt-
ing, and snaps closed when power 
is disengaged holding precise po-
sition. When the satellite dish is in 
position for long periods of time, 
the brake consumes no voltage. 

The brake’s internal compression 
springs hold the armature plate 
against the rotor disc, holding 
movement. When voltage is re-ap-
plied, the brake opens and allows 
for position control.

These Miki Pulley brakes also 
act as a safety device during dish 
movement. If an unexpected power 
interruption occurs, the brake will 
halt and hold movement to miti-
gate potential mechanical damage 
to the satellite system.

www.mikipulley-us.com
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Dana
INTRODUCES HEAVY-DUTY DRIVETRAIN 
FOR ROUGH-TERRAIN CRANES

Dana Incorporated has introduced 
a new drivetrain for rough-terrain 
cranes with lift capacities from 83 to 
110 tons (75 to 100 tonnes) and termi-
nal tractors.

The Spicer 246 heavy-duty steer axle 
and Spicer C3300 remote torque con-
verter are offered as part of a com-
plete drivetrain solution for rough-
terrain cranes that delivers premium 

performance through improved grade-
ability and travel speeds, higher effi-
ciency in the field, increased produc-
tivity, and reduced operating costs.

“As the global construction market 
recovers, buyers are looking for high-
performing vehicles that deliver ex-
ceptional productivity and efficiency,” 
said Aziz Aghili, president of Dana Off-
Highway Drive and Motion Systems. 
“Dana’s large and growing capabilities 
for rough-terrain cranes enable us to 
anticipate market shifts and collaborate 
with original-equipment manufactur-
ers to supply the drivetrain technologies 
that improve their competitiveness.”

New Heavy-Duty Spicer 246 Axle
Dana’s new heavy-duty Spicer 246 

steer axle features a monolithic axle 
design and high integrity seals that de-
liver exceptional performance in the 
most severe working conditions. It fea-
tures optimized steering geometries 
to minimize slippage, while the single 
universal joint design with outboard 
planetary gears provides high output 
torque and high-capacity braking with 
low drag at travel speeds.

Currently available for OEM field 
testing, the Spicer 246 axle can also be 
adapted for use with airport ground 
support vehicles, where it can be con-
figured with optional wet brakes.

Efficient Spicer C3300 Remote 
Torque Converter

Dana has developed the new Spicer 
C3300 remote torque converter spe-
cifically for rough-terrain cranes. It is 
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Goodyear Belts
PRODUCES BELTS FOR THE 
AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL 
MARKETS

Goodyear Belts, a licensee collabo-
ration between Adventry and The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, 
has produced a line of power trans-
mission belts targeting the demands 
of multiple markets globally. The line 
was launched on December 1, 2020 
and offers belts for both industrial 
and transportation markets.

“We are thrilled to collaborate with 
such an iconic brand as Goodyear,” 
said Tara Cevallos, CEO of Adventry. 
“Customers expect a great product 
and that is what we will deliver, along 
with our outstanding service. We 
truly strive to put the customer first in 
everything that we do.”

“We are honored to be part of the 
incredible Goodyear heritage as we 
forge new relationships and prod-
uct innovations,” added entrepre-
neur Jorge Gomariz, chairman and 
founder of Adventry.

Goodyear Belts’ new line features 
broad application coverage that 
meets or exceeds OEM specifica-
tions, refined engineering, and ad-
vanced manufacturing. Belt materi-
als for both standard and specialty 
belts have been designed and tested 
to provide dependable and durable 
service.

www.goodyearbelts.com

optimized for engines up to 195 kW 
(260 hp) and can be packaged with 
Spicer remote transmissions. Dana 
is the only manufacturer worldwide 
that supplies a remote torque con-
verter with three large pump drives 
for implements.

The Spicer C3300 remote torque 
converter is available with an op-
tional lockup that improves effi-
ciency while providing higher brak-
ing effort during downhill operation. 
It features new converter wheel sizes 
configured to optimize the perfor-
mance of today’s low-RPM engine 
designs.

Available now, the Spicer C3300 
remote torque converter is already 
in use in terminal tractor applica-
tions, where it enables lower heights 
for fifth wheels.

Broad Portfolio of Drive and 
Motion Systems for Cranes

Dana has a large and growing se-
lection of drive and motion technol-
ogies for manufacturers of tracked 
and wheeled cranes.

Earlier this year, Dana introduced 
a new series of Spicer Torque-Hub 
drives for crawler cranes and other 
large tracked vehicles. With torque 
ratings from 80,000 N-m up to 
450,000 N-m, the new drives offer 
flexible packaging and gear ratios to 
meet manufacturer preferences for 
tracked and wheeled applications.

Also, Dana offers high-perfor-
mance Brevini winches for cranes 
and other applications with lift ca-
pacities from 1.1 tons (990 kg) to 33 
tons (30 tonnes).

Additionally, Dana supports the 
work functions of cranes with a wide 
selection of Brevini slew drives, hy-
draulic pumps and motors, and pro-
portional directional valves.

www.dana.com
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Forest City Gear
ADDS ZEISS CMM TO QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Forest City Gear has expanded the capabilities of its Quality Assurance De-
partment with the addition of a Zeiss ACCURA Coordinate Measuring Ma-
chine.

The next-generation bridge-type Zeiss is Forest City Gear’s fourth CNC in-
spection system, and is particularly well suited for very fast, complete ana-
lytical inspection of all types of high precision fine- and medium-pitch cylin-
drical gears. A variety of interchangeable Zeiss sensors provide a high degree 
of flexibility and faster calibration, approach and scanning for lead, involute, 
pitch, surface finish and other critical features across a wide size range.

The system also features a particularly compact and ergonomic design, 
making it ideal for Forest City Gear’s fast-expanding, busy Quality Assurance 
room. The Zeiss ACCURA’s bridge, for example, is made of steel and alumi-
num, making it extremely rigid, yet slim and compact. The reduced weight of 
the moving parts improves the dynamic rigidity and speed of the machine.

“The added capacity of the Zeiss ACCURA has now enabled Forest City 
Gear to move its existing Zeiss CONTURA CMM to meet the quality require-
ments of its new, stand-alone gear blanking facility,” according to Forest City 
Gear Quality Assurance Lead, Amy Sovina. “The ACCURA couldn’t have ar-
rived at a better time, freeing up the CONTURA so we could put it in close 
proximity to the blanking operation and thus eliminate the travel time for in-
spection of blanks,” says Sovina. “The Zeiss ACCURA checks all the metrology 
boxes. With quality and throughput requirements never higher in all the in-
dustries we serve, this system is the perfect addition.”

www.forestcitygear.com

aluminum worm speed reducers

Did you mean: DieQua Corporation? 
The search is over!
For quality aluminum worm gear speed 
reducers providing improved performance, 
high reliability and easy maintenance, look no 
further than DieQua.

• 7 sizes, 28-110mm CD
• Flexible coupling input
•  Light weight die-cast 

aluminum housings
• NEMA, IEC, or servo motor adapters

To finally find what 
you’re looking for, 
check us out on the 
web, or give us a call.

diequa.com/pte 800-276-1294
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Altra Motion
PROVIDES STAINLESS STEEL POWERTRAINS FOR COASTAL MANUFACTURING
EDITED BY MATTHEW JASTER, SENIOR EDITOR

Hardly a day passes without a new FDA recall of some food 
product as the number of Americans falling ill from food 
contamination infections continues to rise.

While there are many causes of food poisoning, food pro-
cessing equipment design plays a part. Motor and speed re-
ducer drivetrains are found on all types of conveyors and 
equipment in food processing plants producing everything 
from beef and poultry to processed ready-to-eat products – 
in fact anything that people or their pets consume for nutri-
tion or pleasure.

So, food processing equipment design, engineering and 
materials can play a big part in a plant’s drive for food safety 
excellence. Anything that can be done to minimize contami-
nation and reduce the costs of sanitizing these units is a wor-
thy investment.

Many drivetrains on food processing equipment fea-
ture belts, chains and external gears enclosed in a cover for 
safety. All of these provide very attractive homes for all types 
of bacteria and other contaminants. One solution is to utilize 
hollow shaft reducers, which allow conveyor drive rollers to 
mount directly to the reducer, eliminating the need for these 
bacteria harboring components.

Cast iron and aluminum speed reducers and motors are 
widely used in the food processing industry. Their lower 
initial cost compared to stainless steel models makes them 
attractive. However, if the life cycle cost is considered, that 
picture can change drastically. If the use of stainless steel 
reducers and motors helps to avoid a single line shutdown 
due to coating failure that could cause a contamination risk, 
the cost of the lost production may pay for the stainless steel 
several times over. Because of this, many manufacturers are 
moving to all stainless steel speed reducers and drive motors.

Besides the consequences and cost of a coating failure 

shutting down a production line, there is also the cost of 
keeping the line running. In one case, a poultry processor 
had laborers come in each weekend to paint and repaint 
gearboxes that had chipped paint or rust. This was done for 
each gear reducer at least once a year depending on the fre-
quency of washdown. The cost of two of these re-coatings 
would have more than covered the cost differential between 
the gear reducers they were using and stainless steel gear 
reducers.

Coastal Manufacturing, a recognized industry leader, sup-
plies custom designed equipment for food processing ap-
plications. According to Mark Hoffseth, a Coastal sales en-
gineer, “Many of our customers face food safety audits that 
inspect every inch of their facilities and equipment, inside 
and out. Issues such as paint flaking or rust dripping in close 
proximity to a food contact area are unacceptable.”

This equipment is typically used in production 16 to 20 
hours/ day with the remaining hours used to sanitize with 
a combination of high-pressure water, acids, and sanitizing 
agents. Hoffseth says, “In our experience, no carbon steel 
products, regardless of how robust or cutting-edge the coat-
ing or plating, have ever held up in this environment over 
time. There is no easy way on this one, we have tried virtu-
ally every ‘corrosion-resistant’ surface available, and stain-
less steel is the only long-term solution.”

For decades, the food processing and packaging industries 
have relied on Boston Gear 700 Series worm gear technol-
ogy for long-lasting, high-quality performance. The Stainless 
Steel 700 Series takes that trusted performance to new lev-
els by providing maximum corrosion resistance in the most 
challenging, caustic washdown environments.

Hoffseth explained that when so-called “corrosion re-
sistant” products fail, it is often much more costly to repair 

Boston Gear Stainless Steel 700 Series speed 
reducers were mounted to 3/4 hp stainless steel 
motors on conveyor drives in the system (photo 
courtesy of Coastal Manufacturing).
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than with a stainless steel product. This is because, as they 
are failing, they are typically corroding and seizing onto the 
piece of equipment that they are mounted to. This can result 
in a far more difficult removal process, often damaging ad-
jacent parts and components. Coastal has a 175-ton press in 
its shop, and there have been times when that press had to 
be used to remove seized, corroded parts. Typically, if that 
amount of force is required to remove a corroded part, there 
is often damage to other attached parts.

When asked about Coastal’s customers’ concerns regard-
ing energy efficiency, cost of ownership, etc. Hoffseth said, 
“While these issues are important to everyone, I would say 
those are second-tier concerns. Food processing custom-
ers are mostly concerned with ‘is it food safe’? and ‘is this 
machine going to corrupt or harbor any product’? In most 
of the food and pharmaceutical areas that we work in, any 
equipment that contains corrosive parts is unacceptable. No 
question.”

Coastal had used painted speed reducers from Boston 
Gear and other manufacturers for at least 20 years and de-
cided to standardize on Boston’s stainless steel units about 
10 years ago. Hoffseth told us, “We have tried just about 
every brand of reducer – either due to customer specifica-
tion or, often, because we are given other products to try out 
and there are some quality competitive reducers out there. 
But over the years, we have not found one that can beat the 
quality and availability of Boston Gear.”

Hoffseth acknowledged that Coastal has a very large num-
ber of Boston Gear stainless steel units in the field. While all 
parts wear and eventually require rebuilding or replacement, 

he said that the stainless steel Boston Gear reducers have the 
lowest maintenance requirement of any component they 
use. “We install them and forget about them, typically never 
having to hear about them or work on them again. For us, the 
bottom line is Boston has a quality product and has never 
missed a delivery due date. That’s the kind of company we 
want to work with, as that is the kind of company we are.”

www.altramotion.com
www.coastalmanufacturing.net

Boston Gear reducers have the 
lowest maintenance requirement of 
any component they use at Coastal 
Manufacturing (photo courtesy of 
Altra Motion).

The Digital Experience with Regal Beloit
COMPANY DISCUSSES DIGITAL STRATEGY IN 2021
MATTHEW JASTER, SENIOR EDITOR

Regal Beloit Corporation recently announced it is now put-
ting QR codes on Sealmaster and Browning mounted bear-
ings products and bearing boxes including Browining, Mc-
Gill, Rollway, Sealmaster and System Plast. Customers now 
have access to product specifications, including all critical 

dimensions and features, and 
the Regal 2D and 3D CAD li-
braries, installation and main-
tenance instructions, and much 
more. PTE recently caught 
up with Dan Phillips, CMRP, 
technical director, monitoring 
and diagnostics, Regal Beloit, 
to discuss the company’s digital 
strategies moving forward.

PTE: Explain how Regal’s QR 
codes make it easier to im-
prove the customer experi-
ence in 2021.

Phillips: Regal continues to look for ways to improve the 
customer experience. For instance, the company has 
added QR codes to products so that customers can easily 
scan them to access a mobile-friendly version of our 
website for additional product information. From the 
landing page, a user can receive direction on where to 

 Perceptive Technologies install.

Dan Phillips is the CMRP, 
technical director, monitoring 
and diagnostics, Regal Beloit.
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find additional production information, how to register 
the bearing for an extended warranty, where to obtain 
maintenance and installation information, and learn 
where to make a purchase. Where possible, these QR 
codes are applied to Regal mounted bearing products 
and will soon be added to Regal gearing products. If not 
found directly on the product, these QR codes can also be 
found on our bearing boxes.

Regal has also launched the Perceptiv Tag-It program. 
Utilizing QR codes which plant personnel can apply to 
motors, speed reducers, bearings and other mechanical 
equipment, users can track assets, consolidate inventory, 
speed up the replacement order process, and upgrade to 
Regal remote monitoring and diagnostics services.

PTE: What other digital tools and strategies is Regal imple-
menting in the coming months?

Phillips: In 2020, Regal merged several product/brand 
websites into regalbeloit.com, and we will continue to 
enhance the tools and functionalities on the site. We con-
tinue to work to improve our customer digital experience 
and our currently upgrading our eCommerce platform 
and selection tools to product a streamlined integrated 
mobile-friendly experience.

PTE: How is smart manufacturing (IIoT, Industry 4.0, etc.) 
changing the way Regal conducts business? Describe the 
benefits of collecting more data from power transmission 
components via sensors, software etc.

Phillips: At Regal, we continue to embrace the evolution 
to smart manufacturing, and our Perceptiv monitoring 
and diagnostics lead the way. Our team utilizes remote 
monitoring for some of our customers’ critical equipment, 
providing real-time alerts and monthly performance 
reports. Fully integrating all of a facility’s mechanical 
components is possible, and we work with our customers 
to evaluate the cost benefits and overall ROI of doing so. 
For some, having their critical equipment monitored is 
enough, while others integrate our components into their 
existing smart ecosystem.

PTE: How has the pandemic altered your approach to digi-
tal solutions and strategies?

Phillips: Because the Regal PTS group had already migrated 
its digital tools to the new regalbeloit.com and continues 
to focus on improving the customer experience, we 
were ready for the remote interaction that the pandemic 
brought and the increased number of customers seeking 
information on our site. Less on-premises customer 
interaction in 2020 not only led to increased video 
conferencing, but also a strong focus on Perceptiv remote 
monitoring, which allows our team to help customers 
monitor the equipment in their facilities. We also 
expanded the Regal Training Academy.

PTE: What are the greatest strengths of Regal’s mobile 
apps? How will these apps evolve in the coming years?

Phillips: The key focus of our mobile apps is putting 
information in the hands of our users via their ease of 
use. Our most popular and oldest app is the Browning 
HVAC Toolbox Technician App, and in 2020 we launched 
the Regal PT Mobile App. Both provide quick access 
to production, information, product interchanges and 
helpful tools. The Regal PT Mobile App allows users to 
register their Regal bearings for an extended warranty 
and then utilize its simple asset management function to 
schedule and track maintenance.

In 2021, we will be adding our gearing and component 
products to the Regal PT Mobile App. We will also expand 
the Perceptiv Mobile App, which allows users of our Tag-
It program or remote monitoring to access information 
from their smartphone, laptop or desktop. In addition, we 
plan to continue to deploy mobile-friendly tools on the 
Regal website.

regalbeloit.com

Regal bearing QR code example.
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